
Drake Paige Flake Amber
Weather ++ - - + The Tables are character specific for the conversations during scenes, the ones with brackes are the perks needed for this specific scene
Computer ++ - - - This Walkthrough will get updated with endings and new stuff when it comes out
Politics ++ - +
Food - + + +
Car ++ - + +
Restaurant - + + -
Friends - + + -
Sports ++ - + -
Vacation ++ + + +
Animal - + -
Fashion - + +
Clubing - -



drake drake liv tit drake liv cock drake liv behind Drake liv anal drake shower suck drake bedrom drake drink wine drake in wine store drake at flake studio
moan kinky tounge provoke tell him ask feeling suck moan play with head stare
like side more squeeze (deepthroat) (smile perk) (strechy ass) (deep throat) (intimidation) (deepthroat) tell him (flirty eyes)
scream go slow tell him say filthy prison ask say ask him suggest
dirty names scream (bitchy nature)

depper inside beg (intimidation) say tease
sexy with water (liar) call him (intimidation) role play
(filthy eyes) say can not live say page listen work

(deepthroat)
tell him beg Get wine as a 

present from paige 
(requires that drake 
has a job around 
day 15)

ask
(filthy eyes) (intimidation)
thighten muscle (bitchby nature)

praise
(strechy ass)
beg him



Paige Spread legs Paige naked infront Paige home balcony Paige home bed
remind angle lower legs spread enter slow
(nimble finger) (empathy) lay back (bitch by nature)
finger faster push deeper pose show

beg nibble ear circle Demand
(bitch by nature) (nimble finger) (bitch by nature) (empathy)
call goddees dirty things suck tell her

unmercifully push in slow
(bitch by nature) make her feel
showher (intimidation)



Flake birthday flake suck flake invite linus flake darnell VIP club
team up a work ask work tell say
(deepthroat) work (bitch by nature) (filthy eyes) (deepthroat) (liar)
wrap tease he is not too big tease tell

say (flirty eyes) (intimidation) talk push
(bitch by nature) pick up the pace (deepthroat) take it slow
ask flake ask him Play along tell (bitch by nature)

(strechy ass)
ask tease him Sing in the choir for 

darnell and fuck 
flake 2 times 

scream
(bitch by nature) (intimidation)
say tell



Amber Office amber office strap Amber Sauna Amber Sauna Amber Club
amber pussy play  you take off she takes off couch invite guy
tease (deep throat) tell her suckle
focus slobber tease call naughty say how (deepthroat)
(nimble finger) (nimble finger) intimidation) sit down lower ask

tease tell
(empathy) tease her ticke leg
choke (strechy ass) tell him
thank her taunt her tease

say tease
(strechy ass) (intimidation)
ass belongs ask

teaser her
(nimble finger)
push



Amber Event Kevin Event swinging
abdul jenna meeting the master football Francesca kevin admid keivn reject tell felix
fake tell (intimidation) suck ask call (empathy) tease drake
tease compliment work wrist (nimble finger) say thighten tell natasha
(deepthroat perk) (empathy) (empathy) slobber ask beg

stroke harder scream slobber
(intimidation) muster up ask them ask suck (liar) (deepthroat)
bounce (intimidation) Instruct drool try tease
(deepthroat) (flirty eyes) slide back interview say
show (intimidation) make amber tell

stick tougne out tell them (empathy) (liar) tell
(strechy ass) (bitch by nature) tell warn
say suggest

tell
tell
beg

tell
(intimidation)



Ending 1 Ending 2A Ending 2B Ending 3 Ending 4 Ending 5 Ending 6 Ending 7 Ending 8 Ending 9 Ending 10 Ending 11 Ending 12
Eleanor and Drake 
are a happy couple 
with a baby .Be 
faithful to your 
husband, meet 
Amber, accept her 
proposal and do 
nothing.

Drake leaves 
Eleanor. Finish the 
game with fidelity of 
30 or lower, your 
relationship with 
Drake lower than 
300.

When the master 
calles dont drop 
your panties and call 
his bluff

Eleanor and Paige 
fly away to Europe 
and start a new life 
together. Pay 
attention to Paige 
and tell her about 
your feelings when 
she asks you about 
your relationship.

Eleanor and Amber 
run away from the 
Master. Build your 
relationship with 
Amber and agree to 
her idea of escaping 
from Passion City.

Eleanor, Flake and 
Sasha are becoming 
happy and famous. 
Aware Flake that 
Linus is trying to 
reach his gun. 
(Singing at Diva 
amore required)

Eleanor is sad and 
pregnant from an 
unknown man given 
by the Master. 
Refuse to be a slave 
at the Master’s 
house.

Drake kicks Eleanor 
out for being 
unfaithful. To get 
this ending you 
accept your defeat 
when you meet the 
Master, have sex 
with him and run 
away when you get a 
chance.

Eleanor and Drake 
enjoy their simple life 
and feel happy with 
no money. The 
easiest ending – 
refuse to work for 
Amber or say ‘no’ two 
times in a row when 
Amber gives you 
some special tasks.

Eleanor, Amber and 
Kevin (the Master). 
Say yes to be a slave 
again, obey your 
Master. 

 Eleanor, Sasha and 
Linus. To achieve 
this ending, you 
should work as a 
singer at the Diva 
Amore and let Linus 
kill Flake. Dont warn 
Flake about the gun.

Turn down the 
Swinging Offer at the 
swinging Party

At the swinger party 
get creampied (12 
Stars required)


